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ABSTRACT 

Most of the chronic skin conditions, such as 

atopic eczema, psoriasis, vitiligo and leg 

ulcers, are not immediately lethal, they are 

recognized as a considerable trouble on health 

status including physical, emotional and 

financial outcome. On the other hand, skin 

cancers, like malignant melanoma, are 

potentially lethal and their trouble is 

associated with the temporality that they carry. 

People of almost 73% are affected with skin 

disorder do not seek medical advice. Chronic 

and several other incurable skin diseases, like 

psoriasis and eczema, are associated with 

significant sickness in the form of physical 

discomfort and impairment of patient’s life; 

whereas malignant diseases like malignant 

melanoma carry substantial temporality. The 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a 

category of deep learning neural networks. 

CNN represents a huge advance in image 

recognition. They are used to analyse the 

visual images and image classification. A  

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is used 

to extract features from images. This 

eliminates the need of manual feature work 

extraction. The features from the set of images 

are not trained they are learned while the 

network trains on a set of images. It makes 

extreme accuracy for the deep learning 

models. Documents in the training set 

involvement of the learned features. A 

particular amount dataset will be provided to 

detecting the skin diseases. 

INTRODUCTION 

Skin diseases are the common health problems 

in the worldwide. The burden of skin disease 

is viewed as multidimensional concepts that 

comprehend psychological, social and 

financial importance of the skin disease on the 

patients and their families and also on society. 

It is the infections that occuring in people 

among all the ages. Skin is frequently 

damaged because it is very sensitive part of 

the body. There are 3000 and more unknown 

skin diseases. A cosmetically appearance 
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spoiler disorder can have a significant impact, 

and can cause considerable pain and 

permanent injury. Most of the chronic skin 

conditions, such as atopic eczema, psoriasis, 

vitiligo and leg ulcers, are not immediately 

lethal, they are recognized as a considerable 

trouble on health status including physical, 

emotional and financial outcome. On the other 

hand, skin cancers, like malignant melanoma, 

are potentially lethal and their trouble is 

associated with the temporality that they carry. 

People of almost 73% are affected with skin 

disorder do not seek medical advice. Chronic 

and several other incurable skin diseases, like 

psoriasis and eczema, are associated with 

significant sickness in the form of physical 

discomfort and impairment of patient’s life; 

whereas malignant diseases like malignant 

melanoma carry substantial temporality. The 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a 

category of deep learning neural networks. 

CNN represents a huge advance in image 

recognition. They are used to analyse the 

visual images and image classification. A  

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is used 

to extract features from images. This 

eliminates the need of manual feature work 

extraction. The features from the set of images 

are not trained they are learned while the 

network trains on a set of images. It makes 

extreme accuracy for the deep learning 

models. Documents in the training set 

involvement of the learned features. A 

particular amount dataset will be provided to 

detecting the skin diseases. 

EXISTING SYSTEM: 

Skin diseases are mostly caused by fungal 

infection, bacteria, allergy, or viruses, etc. The 

lasers advancement and Photonics based 

medical technology is used in diagnosis of the 

skin diseases quickly and accurately. The 

medical equipments for such diagnosis is 

limited and most expensive. So, Deep learning 

techniques helps in detection of skin disease at 

an initial stage. 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

We propose an automated image-based system 

for recognition of skin diseases using machine 

learning classification. This system will utilize 

computational technique to analyze, process, 

and relegate the image data predicated on 

various features of the images. 

 ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Applying these ML and DL model may 

predict the data with high accuracy in less time 

for treatment initiating. 

The results demonstrate that CNNs have the 

ability to recognize and classify skin diseases. 

Further, our experiments also showed that a 

reasonable network structure could improve 

the performance of the model. The 

performance of the current network structure 

is used for classification in some diseases, but 

the overall performance is yet to be improved. 
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As a result, if people want to actually use this 

technique to check their skin health in their 

daily life, specialized improvements should be 

done. 

IMPLEMENTATION 

1. Dataset Collection:Data from two different 

sources are collected for   training and testing 

module. The dataset plays a crucial role in 

the training of our proposed neural networks 

forautomated diagnosis. The dataset named 

HAM10000 is the skin disease dataset The 

dataset comes in metadata format such as 

comma,separatedvaluesfile(.CSV),consistin

gofage,gender,andcelltype.Thisdatasetcontai

nsmorethan10,000 dermatoscopic images 

that are collected from different people 

around the world.The dataset also provides 

additional tips and tricks to overcome 

certain challenges suchas overfitting and 

limited data, which will help in increasing 

the model’s accuracy andperformance. In this 

dataset, we have seven different types of skin 

problems in our dataset,namely Melanocytic 

Nevi (NV), Benign Keratosis-like Lesions 

(BKL),Dermatofibroma(DF),VascularLesio

ns(VASC),ActinicKeratoses,andIntraepithel

ialCarcinoma(AKIEC),Basal Cell 

Carcinoma (BCC), and Melanoma (MEL). 

There is an imbalance in the numberof skin 

images in each type of lesion present in the 

dataset.  

2. Pre-processing Data:Achieving high 

performance of skin disease detection system 

requires overcoming some major difficulties. 

Such as creating a database and unifying 

image dimensions. Data pre-processing in 

Machine Learning is a crucial step that helps 

enhance the quality of data to promote the 

execution of meaningful insights from the 

data. Data preprocessing in Machine Learning 

refers to the technique of preparing the raw 

data to make it suitable for a building and 

training Machine Learning technique that 

transforms raw data into an understandable 

and readable format. 

3. Image Pre-processing: 

The image is transformed into a gray scale 

image and then reshaped the image to match 

the input. Three common skin diseases are 

selected in this paper as the main research 

objects, which are herpes, paederus dermatitis, 

and psoriasis, respectively. Due to differences 

in ways of acquiring the source images of skin 

epidermis and in resolution and size, image 

pre-processing on source images are needed 

for the sake of subsequent vertical image 

segmentation. The specific processing is as 

follows. Firstly, considering that noise 

constantly exerts a negative impact on 

acquired samples of skin epidermis’s source 

images, it is necessary to denoise through 

median filtering for the reduction of the 

impact on skin segmentation and identification 

brought by irrelevant background in the 

images. The median filter is a popular way to 

remove “salt-and-pepper” noise from an image 
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and at the same time preserve edges and keep 

useful information. In this paper, the median 

filter is adopted to pre-process and smoothen 

the source images. The used formula is as 

follows: where  is the median of the gray value 

of the image;  is the neighborhood collection 

of pixel;  is the element of ;  is the gray value 

of ;  is expressed as the number of the 

elements in the set of ;  is expressed as 

sequencing; and  is the median of the 

function . The main idea of the median filter 

algorithm is to run through the signal gray 

value by gray value, replacing each gray value 

with the median of neighboring gray values. 

The pattern of neighbors is called the 

“window,” which slides, gray value by gray 

value, over the entire signal. By using median 

filtering algorithm, the original images are 

denoised and their qualities are enhanced. 

Secondly, denoise images are rotated in order 

to get the medial axis to segment the images. 

The denoised skin epidermis’s source images 

are processed via neighborhood sampling with 

the intention of better obtaining the highlight 

line through the transformation of Euclidean 

distance. The denoise image  is rotated to a 

specific angle , in which the width and height 

of new image  as shown in Equation (2) via 

transformation of neighborhood sampling are 

acquired: where  and  each represent width and 

height of the original image, while  and  refer 

to width and height of the rotated image 

and  is the angle needing rotating. The 

corresponding coordinates of image  and 

image  is as follows: where  and  are the 

original coordinates, while  and  are 

transformed ones;  and  are the central 

coordinates of the original image, 

while  and  are the ones of transformed image. 

Then, the image of neighborhood sampling 

transformation is processed via transformation 

of Euclidean distance which is widely applied 

to the binary image and is particularly 

effective for the extraction of skeleton. 

Accordingly, in this paper, the sample new 

transformation image is binarized first to 

obtain the brightest pixel line, and the 

transformation of Euclidean distance comes 

second. The specific process of the 

transformation of Euclidean distance is as 

follows: through defining a binary image S 

under a two-dimensional (2D), a background 

point set is first assumed, and then a 

foreground point set  meeting the premise  is 

also assumed. Based on this, is taken as a set 

in the medial axis transform meeting the 

premise. As a result, the shortest distance from 

a random point  to  can be calculated through 

Equation (4):where  represents the shortest 

Euclidean distance;  is a random point in the 

medial axis transform set;  and  are the 

coordinate values of the current point;  is a 

point belonging to the background point set; 

and  and  are the coordinate values of the 

current point. Binary mask image is obtained 

from new image of neighborhood sampling 

transformation, and is eventually acquired via 

the transformation of Euclidean distance. The 

https://www.hindawi.com/journals/cmmm/2018/8145713/#EEq2
https://www.hindawi.com/journals/cmmm/2018/8145713/#EEq4
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brightest pixel line can be obtained from the 

transformation of via the application 

of Euclidean distance, which is medial axis. In 

Figure 2(b), the image is rotated to the 

horizontal coordinate. The binary mask 

image is shown in Figure 2(c). And, the 

Euclidean distance transform image is 

presented in Figure 2(d). In order to obtain the 

vertical segment image, the medial axis is 

marked out in Figure 2(d) 

 

Figure 2. Image of the transformation of 

Euclidean distance  

(a) Filtering Image, (b) Rotated Image, (c) 

Binary mask image,(d)European 

transformation image 

Finally, medial axis of the segmented region is 

located and divided into ten vertical segments. 

It is necessary to create a bounding 

rectangle on the image in order to limit the 

image zone that is dotted with the white line. 

In Figure 3, it is shown that the medial axis is 

marked in light green after being extracted 

from the transformation Euclidean distance. 

 

Fig 3. The boundary rectangle of the 

image and medial axis 

The perpendicular line for each point on the 

main axis can be determined. So, the 

epithelium can be divided into ten vertical 

image regions, as done in [21]. The 

correspondingly original medial axis is 

changed into ten short straight lines, which is 

shown in Figure 4. After the ten vertical 

segment images are determined, we will deal 

with these local images to recognize the 

images  of skin disease. 

SAMPLE SCREENSHOT 

 

https://www.hindawi.com/journals/cmmm/2018/8145713/fig2/#b
https://www.hindawi.com/journals/cmmm/2018/8145713/fig2/#c
https://www.hindawi.com/journals/cmmm/2018/8145713/fig2/#d
https://www.hindawi.com/journals/cmmm/2018/8145713/fig3/
https://www.hindawi.com/journals/cmmm/2018/8145713/fig4/
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CONCLUSION 

In this paper Using CNN structure for the skin 

image diagnosis of three common skin 

diseases and had constructed a dataset 

consisting mainly of skin disease images. The 

results demonstrates that CNNs have the 

ability to recognize and classify skin diseases. 

Further, our experiments also showed that a 

reasonable network structure could improve 

the performance of the model. The 

performance of the current network structure 

is used for classification in some diseases, but 

the overall performance is yet to be improved. 

As a result, if people want to actually use this 

technique to check their skin health in their 

daily life, specialized improvements should be 

done. In our opinion, with the increasing 

amount of image data of various skin diseases 

and the continuous improvement of the 

network structure, CNN-based skin disease 

diagnosis algorithms will continue to improve 

in performance.  

 

FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

Apart from CNN and AlexNet, other 

architecture may also be implemented to 

improve the accuracy of classification. 
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